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MADE IN THE USA 

310 E. Lanark Ave. Lanark Il. 61046   Forsterproducts.com                    Phone: 815-493-6360 
 

Forster Case and Cartridge Inspector  Instructions 
 

Understanding Concentricity and TIR (Total Indicated bullet Run-out) 
 

The term concentricity is derived from “concentric circle”. In simple terms it’s the issue of 

having the outside of the cartridge in a concentric circle around the axis or a line that runs 

through the center of the cartridge, from case head to the tip of the bullet. This includes the way 

the bullet enters the bore (TIR). In essence it’s like an axle on a car; if the axle isn’t straight, it 

isn’t going to work right. Concentricity is used to identify a number of issues that affect 

ammunition that gets loaded for accuracy. Most cartridges are tapered so this equates to the 

smallest cross section that can be measured point by point to verify the concentric circle around 

the axis or center of mass. 
 

Ideally the purpose of loading your own ammo is to control all the variables that can affect 

accuracy which can be controlled with proper and conscientious loading procedures. It’s 

important to strive to make each round the same as the one before and the one after.  It’s a simple 

issue of uniformity, including concentricity and TIR regardless if you shoot Benchrest, National 

Match or just hunt. The Forster Case and Cartridge Inspector is important for measuring not only 

TIR, but also the variation in the thickness of the case neck walls which can offset the bullet in 

alignment with the bore.  
 

 

Slight offset in the neck wall of an M80 ball round. 
  
“Bullet run-out” or TIR simply means the way the bullet “runs-out” or enters into the throat of 

the barrel in alignment with the center of the bore. The ideal run-out is zero as measured with 

your Forster Case and Cartridge Inspector. Most serious shooters limit their TIR to no more than 

.002” to .005 depending on where you check it on the cartridge. Checking the run-out with the 

C&C Inspector requires the use of the proper pilot for specific calibers. You can find the 

selection of pilots for the Case and Cartridge Inspector at forsterproducts.com. Just click on the 

parts search on the top left.  
 

 
An M80 ball round with “run-out” or TIR so bad, it’s considered to be a “tipped” bullet.  
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Figure 1: Forster Case and Cartridge Inspector parts. 
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Assembling the case and cartridge tool: 
 

With the base sitting so you can read the logo right side up:  

1) Start the small wing nut (022) into the hole as shown. Do not tighten it, yet.  

2) Start the large wingnut (021), also a shown. Do not tighten it, yet.  

3) Take the pilot specific to your caliber and inset it into the side of the stop bar/pilot 

support and tighten it with the 8-32 set screw (CT1010-015)  

4) Take the stop bar/pilot support (015) and ease it into the large hole on the left side of the 

base.  

5) Make sure your V bracket screws (020) are not tight, so you can shift the V bracket as 

needed.  

6) Take the Bracket (012), screw on the knurled lock nut (DIENUT-K-30-1/4-28) and then 

slide the dial (010482-028921) onto the bracket, followed by the main lock nut (013).  

7) Place the bracket into the top left hole and gently snug the small wing nut for the 

meantime. You will tighten the knurled lock nut and the main lock nut once you have 

things in place depending on what you’re doing at that time (the positions do change).  
 

Notes on the Case and Cartridge Inspector  Dial: 
 

1) Dial is accurate to +/- .001 of an inch. with travel up to .300 of an inch. 

2) The large pointer reads from zero to .10 of an inch 

3) Smaller pointer reads from zero to .300 of an inch.  

4) Outer Dial can be turned to zero the large pointer when you change positions. Simply 

loosen the dial lock and rotate till it’s zeroed, then tighten the lock. 

5) Because of the use of the knurled nut and main lock nut, the position of the dial can be 

adjusted constantly as needed. 
 

Because of the number of ways the Forster Case and Cartridge Inspector can be used to check 

your ammunition, we’ll break it down into why you want to do things and how to do them.  
 

Case Neck wall thickness:  
 

Why measure this? It depends on the brass you use which varies from one maker to another. It’s 

also the issue that production lots of brass from one lot to another can vary (including new 

brass). After numerous firings, you’ll find (layman’s terms) that brass flows after being fired, 

especially multiple times. This can also change the neck wall thickness from one point to 

another.  

 

This is a problem, because if you have an area that’s thicker in one place than another; it can add 

inconsistent tension on the bullet from point to another point. This directly affects concentricity 

and TIR, and can even cause bullet tipping. There is also the problem of when the brass is not 

properly cleaned (we suggest stainless steel media), it can affect the readings taken from the neck 

walls. It’s up to you to determine the thickness of the case neck wall you want to use, depending 

on caliber and what type of shooting you choose to do.  
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In this instance we’re using 7.62 ball M80 ball cases. Many Benchrest shooters do turn down the 

thickness of their neck walls to .011 thick. In a semi-auto magazine fed rifles like an M1, M14 or 

M1A, it’s crucial the neck wall stays from .014 to .0145”. With M80 ball brass you’ll find 

variations from one point to another of up to .007ths of an inch. With the best of military brass 

available in this caliber (M118), you’ll find variations of up to .005. Again, commercial brass 

differs from one brand to another, including the years specific brands were produced 

(production lots).  
 

Setting the case and cartridge Inspector to measure neck wall thickness is easy. Make sure your 

pilot (selected for the specific caliber) is secured into the stop bar and put the stop bar in with the 

pilot facing the stop pin (Figure 2).  
 

There are two ways to set up the Inspector for measuring the neck wall. Have the dial moved out 

of the way, pull the stop pin back and slide the case mouth onto the pilot. Ease the stop pin 

forward. Move the dial into place tighten it and then zero the dial, or: 

 

Set the dial into place on the pilot, ease the indicator tip back towards the dial as you put the 

cartridge into place and then zero the dial it’s tightened and everything is in place. Dial indicator 

should always be “pre-loaded” to at least .005 regardless of what you’re doing. This means when 

you use it to measure anything, the dial indicator should change at least .005 before you zero the 

dial.   
    

 
.Figure 2: The C&C set up for measuring neck wall thickness. 

 

Be sure to set your dial indicator tip to measure the neck halfway between the case mouth and 

shoulder. (Figure 3). Take the readings at a minimum of 3 or the preferred amount of 4-5 

readings at different spots around the case neck to accurate reading on any variations. Be sure to 

rotate the case by the case head on the v-block with a slight downwards pressure. 
 

 
Figure 3: Indicator tip set mid-way between mouth and shoulder.  
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Case Concentricity or case run-out: 

 

Why? Several reasons. The most important is that if you’re using a standard single stage press 

like the Rockchucker or similar types, you can improperly index the case which affects both case 

concentricity and TIR by sizing the neck out of alignment with the case. This is also caused by 

using the wrong shell holder or just not properly indexing each case. Because the Forster CoAx 

reloading press auto indexes the cases, you won’t have this problem if the dies are set up 

properly using the Forster Datum Dial.  
 

The way to check this is easy, Take the stop bar/pilot support and reverse it so the pilot is facing 

out of the base with the V- bracket facing towards the stop pin (figure 4).  
 

 
Figure 4 

 

Adjust the V-bracket screws, so that the case mouth is resting on the V-bracket with the case 

parallel to the base and the case head resting on the V block. It has to be parallel as it’s being 

turned with slight downward pressure so you can check the neck at 1/8 of an inch above the 

shoulder (Figure 5). Adjust the dial as shown and the rezero the dial.  
 

 
Figure 5 

   

TIR or measuring the bullet run-out: 
 

Why? If the TIR or bullet run-out is “off” or not as close to zero as possible, you have the 

problem of the bullet entering the bore out of alignment. What happens is the bullet gets overly 

stressed and/or the bullet jacket gets damaged, which means your groups will open up and/or you 

get flyers. An old Forster friend is testing a lot of .308 in M1As with .308 chambers, M1s and an 

M21 with 7.62x51 chambers. Even at 100 yards he knocked ¼ inch off 10 shot groups with 

Sierra 175 MKs, with a run-out of no more than .003 of an inch. 
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With the Inspector set up as shown above (case run-out), simply adjust the V-bracket so the tip 

of the bullet is resting on the V-bracket just behind the tip of the bullet so the tip (metplat) will 

not interfere. Be sure to set it up so that the base or rim of the cartridge is forward on the V-

block; so the round can be turned level, supported by the V-bracket and V- block. Rotate the 

cartridge with a finger with slight downward pressure by the head of the cartridge resting on the 

V block. If the case is not aligned properly in the Inspector for smooth rotation you readings will 

vary badly, adjust as needed to fix this. Set the dial onto the bullet either at 1/8
th

 of an inch above 

the case mouth (Figure 6) or at the ogive (depending on how you choose to do it).  
 

 
Figure 6 

 

Most people that load for accuracy try to keep it to .003 of an inch or less (.005 of an inch if 

you’re measuring by the ogive). If you’re having a consistency problem, try an old Mid 

Thompkins trick of seating your bullets half way, stop and back off the seating die, then rotate 

the cartridge 180 degree in your press and finish seating the bullet. Be sure to check your COAL 

(cartridge overall length) as determined for your cartridge with quality calipers like Starrett 

available from Brownells. In the instance we’re using, it’s 2.83 for the National Match 

M1A/M14s using USGI magazines. Rounds loaded with more than .003 of an inch TIR should 

be used at shorter ranges or if it gets as bad as .010 or worse, just use them for practice.  
 

If you prefer not to constantly change your Case and Cartridge Inspector, you can skip the neck 

thickness measurement by using a ball micrometer to measure the neck walls. Again check the 

thickness at 3 to 5 different areas on the neck wall to give you a more accurate idea of the 

variations. We suggest: 

 
Sinclair Ball Micrometer from sinclairintl.com, Part number 749-008-077WB. 

 

Thank you for purchasing Forster Precision Products.  
Please wear safety glasses. Catalogs are available upon request.  
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